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Break-even versus shut-down points for a firm. Describe.

The break-even point for a firm is the point at which total revenue equals total cost, and 

the firm is neither making a profit nor incurring a loss. At this point, the firm has just 

covered its fixed and variable costs.

The shut-down point, on the other hand, is the point at which the firm is no longer able to 

cover its variable costs and would incur a loss if it continued to operate. In other words, 

the shut-down point is the point at which it becomes more cost-effective for the firm to 

stop production than to continue producing goods or services.

To determine the break-even point, the firm needs to calculate its fixed costs, variable 

costs per unit, and selling price per unit. Once these figures are known, the break-even 

point can be calculated by dividing the fixed costs by the contribution margin, where the 

contribution margin is the selling price per unit minus the variable cost per unit.

To calculate the shut-down point, the firm needs to calculate its total variable costs and 

compare them to the firm's total revenue. If the firm's total variable costs exceed its total 

revenue, it is operating at a loss and should consider shutting down.

In summary, the break-even point is the point at which a firm's total revenue equals its 

total cost, while the shut-down point is the point at which the firm's total variable costs 

exceed its total revenue, and it becomes more cost-effective to shut down operations than 

to continue producing goods or services.
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Break-even point versus shut-down point 
Assumptions: 
 Competitive firm ( The price is given.) 
 Short-run ( There are fixed and variable costs.) 
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Shut-down point  Price (P) = Average variable cost 
There is no production if P < Average variable cost 
 
Break-even point  P = Average revenue = Average cost 
There is no profit at the break-even point. 
 




